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SILK SHEET SETS

                

                

                
                
                    
The best silk sheets are like a spring breeze on your skin, light, breathable cool and pleasant. Sheets made of such a cozy and durable material happen to be right in front of you.
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SILK BLANKETS

                

                

                
                
                    
Designed as a hypoallergenic silk blanket for hot sleepers and dermatitis sufferers, the silk cooling blanket made of 100% mulberry silk can help you stay away from night sweats and bacteria in the summer.
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SILK COMFORTERS

                

                

                
                
                    
This is the signal that reminds you to click in and choose the best silk comforters for summer as well as all-season silk comforters.
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Returns can be made up to 30 days.
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Cooler sleep is better sleep in summer. 🌙
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                                Having a silk blanket is like sleeping on a cloud every night, and just like silk bedding, silk blankets have the same nourishing effect on your skin, so if you have sensitive skin, you'll be in love with it!
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                                Silk throw blanket 
                            

                            
                            
                            
                                Throw blanket made of silk bring to mind luxury, expensive, and elegance. Now you silk lovers can start shopping for these best silk summer blankets by checking out our roundup of different sizes and different prints for you.
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                                If you have sensitive skin or if you're a hot sleeper, you might want to try these silk cooling   blankets from THXSILK. It is hypoallergenic in nature and the filling is 100% pure mulberry silk which can help you regulate your body temperature.
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22 Momme Silk Pillowcase
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                    If you want to try out silk pillowcases but don't want to try to buy the highest grade silk pillowcases the first time around, THXSILK's 19 momme silk pillowcase collection is the one for you. Its 19 momme silk fabric is sheer enough so that even after many washes there will be very few creases and it's no exaggeration to say that beautiful hair is born overnight after using it.
                

            
            
                
                    The magic of 22 momme silk pillowcases is that it's smoother and more breathable. 22 momme silk pillowcases are arguably the gold standard for the best value for money in silk pillowcases. Natural mulberry silk fibers provide the best sleeping touch, and our many reviewers can attest to how well this specification delivers, with their reviews of silk pillowcases saying that they want to keep their cheeks on the pillowcase at all times! In addition to these two most cost-effective silk pillowcases, we also offer the highest quality silk pillowcases on the market which are the 25 momme mulberry silk pillowcases and the seldom-seen 30 momme silk pillowcases
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Benefits of Using Silk Bedding
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Soothing Skin Problems
               
                

                
                
                
                
                  
Silk is an anti-bacterial and anti-mite fabric, and with its natural cooling properties, it can soothe any inflammation on the skin. Try it and you'll be pleasantly surprised!
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Regulates body temperature
               
                

                
                
                
                
                  
In addition to being good for the skin, silk bedding is very friendly to hot sleepers because the structure of the silk works well to regulate the temperature within the comforter and stabilize the sleeper's body temperature.
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Easy to care for
               
                

                
                
                
                
                  
Silk is recognized as precious, so many people are deterred, but THXSILK's silk bedding is machine washable, purchase a certain amount of money will also be given a free laundry bag. Go ahead and apply for your exclusive discount!
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Are silk bed sheets good?

                                

                                

                                
                                
                                    
The benefits of silk bed sheets are many; silk sheets made from mulberry silk are incredibly soft and smooth, and the luxurious touch and diamond-like shimmering colors make you feel like you are in a palace.
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Why sleep with us?

                        

                        

                        
                        
                        
THXSILK is committed to helping our customers create a high-end luxury sleeping environment by providing comfortable and eco-friendly sheets, pajamas, pillowcases, and other bedding accessories made from 100% pure mulberry silk.


                        

                        

                        

                        
                        
                        
Sleep Better

                        
                        
                    

                      
                


                
            


            
            
                    
            
        

    














    
    
    

    


  
    
       
      
         
          
Discover Why People Love Silk Bedding

        
      

      
      
        
Many people know that silk bedding are more comfortable to use, but do not know why, and do not know how to identify the authenticity of silk bedding, here you can find the answer.
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10 Best Organic Silk Pillowcase For Hair And Acne
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                For the sake of the sustainability of the planet, 80% of the population is focusing on being eco-friendly and trying to choose organic bedding even for sleeping. Then the silk-loving audience must also want...
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what is momme in silk?
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                The momme number is the only unit for counting silk, as if it were a unit of weight for merchandise, the count of Tencel. The higher the momme number, the heavier the weight of...
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6 Best Washable silk robe for women
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                The secret to having a spa at home is to have a silk robe on hand, and after showering and applying skincare products in a silk robe, you'll have the feeling of having...
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#Pillowcase Talk with@THXSILK
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    Let customers speak for us

    
      
      
        from 35297 reviews
      
  

        [image: 22 Momme Grey Silk Cooling Sheet Set]      
  Silky soft
 Sooo smooth and comfortable <3 best sheets I have ever been in so far.

 
 
   Customer 
   22 Momme Grey Silk Cooling Sheet Set 
   04/10/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Hyaluronic Acid Silk Sleep Eye Mask]      
  Perfect
 Love it! 😍

 
 
   Bernadett P. 
   Hyaluronic Acid Silk Sleep Eye Mask 
   04/10/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: 22 Momme Silk Duvet Cover Set]      
  
 Absolutely love my new sheet set. Best sleep I've ever had. Much more luxurious then I expected. I've already washed the pillowcases with no issues. The silk dries within a couple hours when laid out. I've already placed another order for the silk duvet insert and accent pillowcases. Shipping was fast and the price can't be beat for real silk.

 
 
   Paul 
   22 Momme Silk Duvet Cover Set 
   04/09/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Winter 6A Mulberry Silk Filled Comforter]      
  Warm and allergy friendly
 The 6A winter silk comforter isn’t heavy when you use it, but it’s surprisingly warm. It’s breathable and keeps you cozy. Unlike regular goose or duck down quilts, it doesn’t have any odor, and there are no feathers falling out when you make the bed each day. My son has allergies, but since switching to silk quilts and organic cotton duvet covers, his allergies have improved. With spring coming, I’m planning to buy another one for spring and fall.

 
 
   Meng L. 
   Winter 6A Mulberry Silk Filled Comforter 
   04/08/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: 22 Momme Silk Duvet Cover]      
  Lovely duvet cover.
 Lovely duvet cover.

I now have a full set of pink silk bedding. It's magic to sleep on a silk bed!

The quality of the linen is excellent. I took thickness 22

 
 
   Alena M. 
   22 Momme Silk Duvet Cover 
   04/05/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Smooth Bow Flower Hair Scrunchies]      
  Elegant and easy
 The bow flower scrunchie is very cool and easy to wear it give you immediately an elegant and sophisticated hair and can be used in different ways. The only issue I had is that I almost lost the extra piece of 22momme silk that makes it look like a bow while wearing it on my wrist, maybe I would suggest THXSilk team to sew them in order to make sure it doesn’t slip away !

 
 
   Maria T. 
   Smooth Bow Flower Hair Scrunchies 
   04/02/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: 19 Momme Silk Flat Sheet]      
  Happy customer
 I've been purchasing from THX for several years now and I'm very happy with all their products. Their products are nice and the prices are not outrageous.

They also have a lot of nice sale incentives which I really appreciate.

Thank you. THX

 
 
   Susan 
   19 Momme Silk Flat Sheet 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Summer Washable Silk Blankets]      
  Absolutely love it!
 I love the feel of the soft Cotton and then inside feel the plush silk stuffing, it is absolutely beautiful, simple but elegant. Really love it so far and our other cotton covered silk filled blanket, it has lasted four years so far and looks new. The price can’t be beat for the quality either. Will purchase more for my children now that I see the quality. Thanks!

 
 
   Mykyla M. 
   Summer Washable Silk Blankets 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Nice PJs
 For overnight stays, my daughter liked my pajamas so I guess for the price, these are fine.

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Great quality for the price
 Great set. Nice quality without being overly priced.

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Cute cute cute
 The fit is nice and they are good quality.

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Very comfy
 Very comfortable. Runs true to size.

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  My favorite PJs!
 These are the most comfortable pajamas. They are so silky and looks so classy. They are my favorite set.

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Pjs
 It was very comfortable

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
 
 
 
  [image: Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women]      
  Comfortable!!
 My wife loved the texture and the comfortable fit!

 
 
   Anonymous 
   Green Silk Pajamas Set for Women 
   03/28/2024 
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Don't miss the best sleep of life.
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